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JONATANN DAVAL CHARGED TO 25 YEARS OF PRISON FOR MURDERING
ALEXIA HIS WIFE
HE WILL NOT APPEAL THE DECISION

Paris, Washington DC, 25.11.2020, 02:38 Time

USPA NEWS - Jonatann Daval who murdered his wife, Alexia Fouiillot, was condemn to twenty five years of prison, after a five days
of trial, in Vezoul´s courthouse. He had been denied and lied in more than nine times giving difference versions, and eventually
admitted he was the murderer of his wife, who´d he claimed she´s gone for running in a wood, and then disappeared in October 2017.
Jonathan Daval won´t appeal the deacon of the judge, and on the other hand, Alexia´s parents said they are « satisfied » with the
outcome and jury´s decision, as they are trying to move forward after morning their daughter.

THE CONTEXT OF THE MURDER OF ALEXIA BY HER HUSBAND JONATANN DAVAL---------------------------------
From the beginning of the Assize Court Trial, Haute-Saône, the most commented on by the media, of this year, (More than the Charlie
Hebdo Terrorist Attack of 2015 Trial in the midst of the media coverage of this various facts) by Johnathann Daval, for the murder of
his wife Alexia, followed by a sordid staging and many lies, nothing new has been revealed by the murderer who eventually confesses
his crime. It then followed an incredible judicial soap opera punctuated by the very many reversals of Jonatann Daval, who changed
nine times versions of the "truth" of the facts, the parents of the victim, Isabelle and Jean Pierre Fouillot are still waiting for to know
why, their daughter was killed so sweetly, then burned, in a wood .... near a quiet village of 140 inhabitants where nothing ever
happens ....

JONATANN DAVAL'S VERY COMPLEX PROFILE WITH STRANGLING HIS WIFE ALEXIA--------------------------------
"You can be in an accent of sincerity while lying", also noted the president Matthieu Husson, allusion to the decisive confrontation of
December 2018, seen Friday, during which Jonathann Daval had confessed again the murder, in tears, all swearing not to have
burned the body. During the five days of the trial, the President of the court Matthieu Husson, asked the right questions, to the accused
alternated with those of the lawyers, the attorney general, and even Alexia's mother. The accuser, Jonatann Daval remained locked in
a stereotypical speech, and repetitive, using the same words, the same expressions to infinity. The accused has even been" cornered
"in the face of the confrontation of his lies decreed by the President of the Court, even had a vagal discomfort, thus disturbing the trial,
until resumed the next morning.

JURY CONDEMNED JONATANN DAVAL TO 25 YEARS OF CRIMINAL RECLUSION WHO WILL NOT APPEAL
The jury deliberated and decided to sentence him to 25 years of criminal reclusion, which seems to "satisfy" both the civil party
according to the statements of the mother of Alexia Fouillot and Counsellor Spatafora lawyer of the accused, who indicates dores and
already that he will not appeal against this court decisionIsabelle Fouillot, the mother of Alexia the victim, made every attempt to arrest
her murderous son-in-law throughout the trial, who revealed nothing more, and ended up saying to her by residing: I wish a "good stay
in prison".The parents and family of Alexia Fouillot say they are "free" and wish "to turn a new page" and insist that Alexia remains a
symbol of the fight against violence against women“¦
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